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The 70-214 MCSE/MCSA Guide to Implementing and Administering Security on
a Microsoft Windows 2000 Network is a hands-on, practical guide that can be
used to master the security features of a Windows 2000 server. Though aimed at
enabling the reader to pass the MCSE/MCSA certification exam #70-214, the
book?s larger goal is to provide system administrators with the background and
practical steps needed to create and maintain a secure working environment for
networked users. This book focuses on the interaction of Active Directory with the
security mechanisms provided by Windows 2000, including the Encryption File
System, Kerberos authentication, security templates, and Group Policy security
settings. Specialized topics such as editing Registry keys and using command
line utilities are also discussed. Hundreds of figures demonstrate how to set up
and manage secure systems, while conceptual overviews outline the principles
behind both the technology and sound administrative practices designed to
minimize security risks.
Ace your preparation for the skills measured by MCP Exam 70-291—and on the
job—with this official Microsoft study guide. Work at your own pace through a
system of lessons, hands-on exercises, troubleshooting labs, and review
questions. The Readiness Review Suite on CD, featuring advanced technology
from MeasureUp, provides 425 challenging questions for in-depth selfassessment and practice. You can choose timed or untimed testing mode,
generate random tests, or focus on specific objectives. You get detailed
explanations for right and wrong answers—including a learning path that
describes how and where to focus your studies. You also get expert exam tips
plus a full review section inside the book that covers all objectives and subobjectives. Maximize your performance on Exam 70-291 by learning how to:
Install and configure TCP/IP Use DHCP to manage IP addressing Configure and
manage DNS clients, servers, and zones Manage routing and remote access,
including VPNs Implement and administer security procedures Monitor traffic,
troubleshoot connectivity, and resolve service issues Readiness Review Suite
Includes 425 practice questions on CD Your kit includes: NEW—Self-paced study
guide with complete objective-by-objective review plus expert exam tips
NEW—Readiness Review Suite featuring 425 questions and multiple testing
options NEW—Case studies and troubleshooting scenarios for real-world
expertise NEW—180-day evaluation version of Windows Server 2003, Enterprise
Edition NEW—Windows Server 2003 Sampler, with excerpts from Microsoft Press
reference books NEW—eBook in PDF format NEW—Microsoft Encyclopedia of
Security eBook Microsoft Encyclopedia of Networking, Second Edition, eBook A
Note Regarding the CD or DVD The print version of this book ships with a CD or
DVD. For those customers purchasing one of the digital formats in which this
book is available, we are pleased to offer the CD/DVD content as a free
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download via O'Reilly Media's Digital Distribution services. To download this
content, please visit O'Reilly's web site, search for the title of this book to find its
catalog page, and click on the link below the cover image (Examples, Companion
Content, or Practice Files). Note that while we provide as much of the media
content as we are able via free download, we are sometimes limited by licensing
restrictions. Please direct any questions or concerns to booktech@oreilly.com.
Announcing an all-new MCSA/MCSE Training Kit designed to help maximize
your performance on Exam 70-299, one of two core exams for the MCSE:
Security specialization and an elective for MCSA and MCSE. This kit packs the
tools and features exam candidates want most—including in-depth, self-paced
training based on exam content; exam tips from an expert, exam-certified author;
and a robust testing suite. It also provides real-world scenarios, case study
examples, and troubleshooting labs for the skills and expertise you can apply to
the job. Focusing on implementing and administering network security in a
Windows Server 2003 environment, the official study guide covers implementing,
managing, and troubleshooting security policies, patch management
infrastructure, security features for network communications, and planning,
configuring, and troubleshooting authentication, authorization, and PKI. Ace your
exam preparation by working at your own pace through the lessons, hands-on
exercises, and practice tests. The flexible, best-of-class testing suite features a
test engine on CD with 325 practice questions. Choose timed or untimed testing
mode, generate random tests or focus on discrete objectives or chapters, and get
detailed explanations for right and wrong answers—including a customized
learning path to enhance further study. You also get a 180-day evaluation version
of Windows Server 2003 software—making this kit an exceptional value and a
great career investment. A Note Regarding the CD or DVD The print version of
this book ships with a CD or DVD. For those customers purchasing one of the
digital formats in which this book is available, we are pleased to offer the
CD/DVD content as a free download via O'Reilly Media's Digital Distribution
services. To download this content, please visit O'Reilly's web site, search for the
title of this book to find its catalog page, and click on the link below the cover
image (Examples, Companion Content, or Practice Files). Note that while we
provide as much of the media content as we are able via free download, we are
sometimes limited by licensing restrictions. Please direct any questions or
concerns to booktech@oreilly.com.
NOTE: The correct URL to access the Sybex interactive online test bank and study
tools is www.wiley.com/go/sybextestprep. The book’s back cover, Introduction, and last
page in the book provided the wrong URL. We apologize for any confusion and
inconvenience this may have caused you. Master 100 percent of Microsoft Windows 10
exam with real-world hands-on practice MCSA: Microsoft Windows 10 Complete Study
Guide is your ultimate preparation resource for the new Windows 10 certification. Fully
updated to align with the latest version of the exam, this new edition digs deeper into
the intricacies of the Windows OS and provides the most up-to-date information on new
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Windows 10 technologies. With complete coverage of all exam topics, this invaluable
guide walks you through device planning, deployment, and management; network and
storage configuration; access, data, app, and recovery management, and much more to
help you master the exam material. You also get access to the Sybex interactive online
learning environment, featuring electronic flashcards, a searchable glossary, an
assessment test, and bonus practice exams designed to give you a preview of exam
day. MCSA: Microsoft Windows 10 is the Microsoft Certified Solutions Associate
certification for Windows 10, testing your abilities in a broad variety of associate-level
tasks. This book rounds them up into a comprehensive knowledge base to help you
clarify, memorize, and deepen your understanding so you can approach exam day with
confidence. Master 100 percent of exam 70-697, Configuring Windows Devices,
objectives Get more hands-on practice in real-world scenarios Test your knowledge
with challenging review questions Access digital study aids and practice tests for
comprehensive prep Windows is the world's leading operating system, with an
estimated 90 percent share of the desktop OS market. There are currently over 110
million Windows 10 users, and that number is expected to rise—putting Windows 10
Specialists in high demand in the job market. If you're ready to fill the growing need for
trained Windows 10 associates, Microsoft Configuring Windows Devices Study Guide
Exam 70-697 has you covered for complete and detailed exam preparation.
Here's the book you need to prepare for Exam 70-291, Implementing, Managing, and
Maintaining a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Network Infrastructure. This Study Guide
provides: In-depth coverage of every exam objective Practical information on managing
and maintaining a Windows Server 2003 environment Hundreds of challenging practice
questions, in the book and on the CD Leading-edge exam preparation software,
including a test engine, electronic flashcards, and simulation software Authoritative
coverage of all exam objectives, including: Implementing, managing, and maintaining IP
addressing Implementing, managing, and maintaining name resolution Implementing,
managing, and maintaining network security Implementing, managing, and maintaining
routing and remote access Maintaining a network infrastructure Note: CD-ROM/DVD
and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
Learn how to install, configure, and administer Windows 2000 Professional--and
prepare for the Microsoft Certified Professional (MCP) exam--with this official Microsoft
study guide. Work at your own pace through the lessons and hands-on exercises. And
use the special exam-prep section and testing tool to measure what you know and
where to focus your studies--before taking the actual exam. As you develop the realworld expertise needed to set up and support the Windows 2000 desktop environment,
you're also preparing for MCP Exam 70-210--a core requirement for MCSA or MCSE
certification. Build the skills to: Install or upgrade to Windows 2000 Professional
Administer access to shared files, folders, and printers Configure and manage
hardware devices and drivers Optimize system memory, disk, and application
performance Troubleshoot the desktop environment Implement network protocols and
services Help ensure data and system security Your kit includes: Comprehensive selfpaced study guide that maps to MCP exam goals and objectives Learn-by-doing
exercises for skills you can apply to the job NEW--Test-readiness tool that generates
timed, 50-question practice exams with automated scoring NEW--More than 200 pages
of exam prep and objective-by-objective review inside the book NEW--Microsoft
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Encyclopedia of Networking, Second Edition, eBook Fully searchable eBook version of
the study guide For customers who purchase an ebook version of this title, instructions
for downloading the CD files can be found in the ebook.
Syngress Study Guides guarantee comprehensive coverage of all exam objectives.
There are no longer any short cuts or gimmicks that allow candidates to pass
Microsoft's new, more rigorous exams. The days of cramming to become a "paper
MCSE" are over; candidates must have a full grasp of all core concepts and plenty of
hands-on experience to become certified. This book provides complete coverage of
Microsoft Exam 70-291 and features one-of-a-kind integration of text, DVD-quality
instructor-led training, and Web-based exam simulation and remediation, this study
guide and DVD training system gives students 100% coverage of official Microsoft
exam objectives plus realistic test prep. The System package consists of: 1) STUDY
GUIDE. 800 pages of coverage explicitly organized in the identical structure of
Microsoft's exam objectives. Sections are designed to "standalone", allowing readers to
focus on those areas in which they are weakest and skim topics they may have already
mastered. 2) DVD: A full hour of instructor-led training, complete with on-screen
configurations and networking schematics, demystifying the toughest exam topics. 3)
ONLINE PRACTICE EXAMS AND E-BOOK. Most exam candidates indicate that
PRACTICE EXAMS are their single most valuable exam prep tool. Buyers of our Study
Guides have immediate access to our exam simulations located at
WWW.SYNGRESS.COM/SOLUTIONS. Syngress practice exams are highly regarded
for rigor or the questions, the extensive explanation of the right AND wrong answers,
and the direct hyperlinks from the exams to appropriate sections in the e-book for
remediation. Readers will be fully prepared to pass the exam based on our 100%
Certified guarantee Readers may save thousands of dollars required to purchase
alternative methods of exam preparation Because of its breadth of coverage, this book
will serve as a post-certification reference for IT professionals
Offering complete coverage of the skills and concepts tested by the Windows Server
2008 Administrator certification, this all-in-one exam preparation package encompasses
exams 70-640, 70-642, and 70-646, with official study guides for each test, as well as
practice tests on CD-ROM, self-paced training based on exam content, objective-byobjective review, test-taking strategies, and more. Original. (Intermediate)
Announcing an all-new MCSA/MCSE Training Kit designed to help maximize your
performance on Exam 70-290, a core exam for the new Windows Server 2003
certification. This kit packs the tools and features that exam candidates want mostincluding in-depth, self-paced training based on final exam content; rigorous, objectiveby-objective review; exam tips from expert, exam-certified authors; and a robust testing
suite. It also provides real-world scenarios, case study examples, and troubleshooting
labs for skills and expertise that you can apply to the job. Focusing on account and
resource management in a Windows Server 2003 environment, this official study guide
covers topics such as managing physical and logical devices; users, computers, and
groups; access and permissions; the server environment; and disaster recovery
services. Ace your exam preparation and ramp up quickly on Windows Server 2003 by
working at your own pace through the lessons, hands-on exercises, and practice tests.
The flexible, best-of-class test engine on CD features 300 practice questions and preassessment and post-assessment capabilities. Choose timed or untimed testing mode,
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generate random tests, or focus on discrete objectives or chapters, and get detailed
explanations for right and wrong answers-including pointers back to the book for further
study. You also get a 120-day evaluation version of Windows Server 2003 and a 15
percent exam discount voucher-making this kit an exceptional value and a great career
investment.

Here's the book you need to prepare for the Installing, Configuring, and
Administering Microsoft Windows XP Professional exam (70-270). This Study
Guide was developed to meet the exacting requirements of today's certification
candidates. In addition to the consistent and accessible instructional approach
that made Sybex the preferred choice for certification exam candidates, this book
provides: Practical information on installing, configuring, and administering
Windows XP Professional Updated and expanded information on key exam
topics, including new Service Pack 2 enhancements Leading-edge exam
preparation software, including a testing engine, electronic flashcards, and
simulation software Authoritative coverage of all exam objectives, including:
Installing Windows XP Professional Implementing and conducting administration
of resources Implementing, managing, and troubleshooting hardware devices
and drivers Monitoring and optimizing system performance and reliability
Configuring and troubleshooting the desktop environment Implementing,
managing, and troubleshooting network protocols and services Implementing,
monitoring, and troubleshooting security
"This 2-in-1 TRAINING KIT prepares you for the 70-648 and 70-649 upgrade
exams for the new MCTS: Windows Server 2008 Administrator certifications. Ace
your exam prep--and build real-world job skills--with lessons, labs, practice tests,
and more"--Resource description p.
With all-in-one exam prep, practice, and review for the security specialization
exam on the MCSA and MCSE certification tracks for Windows Server 2003,
candidates can get in-depth preparation for MCP Exam 70-350 while advancing
their knowledge of ISA Server 2004. Includes a 300-question test bank, case
studies, trial software, and more.
Each chapter begins with a list of things to do to complete the exercises in the practice
session of the chapter and ends with a chapter review, including summary, key terms,
case scenarios, suggested practices, and a practice test.
Provides information to prepare for the MCP Exam 7-270 with lessons, exercises,
review questions, and labs.
NOTE: The most recent printings of this title incorporate corrections to errors found in
the earlier printings. This Self-Paced Training Kit is designed to help maximize your
performance on 70-680, the required exam for the Microsoft® Certified Technology
Specialist (MCTS): Windows 7, Configuration certification.This 2-in-1 kit includes the
official Microsoft study guide, plus practice tests on CD to help you assess your skills. It
comes packed with the tools and features exam candidates want most—including indepth, self-paced training based on final exam content; rigorous, objective-by-objective
review; exam tips from expert, exam-certified authors; and customizable testing
options. It also provides real-world scenarios, case study examples, and
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troubleshooting labs to give you the skills and expertise you can use on the job.Work at
your own pace through the lessons and lab exercises. This official study guide covers
installing, upgrading, and migrating to Windows 7; configuring network connectivity,
applications, and devices; implementing backup and recovery; configuring User
Account Control (UAC), mobility options, and new features such as DirectAccess and
BranchCache; and managing system updates.Then assess yourself using the 200
practice questions on CD, featuring multiple customizable testing options to meet your
specific needs. Choose timed or untimed testing mode, generate random tests, or focus
on discrete objectives. You get detailed explanations for right and wrong
answers—including pointers back to the book for further study. You also get an exam
discount voucher—making this kit an exceptional value and a great career investment. A
Note Regarding the CD or DVD The practice test materials are available as a download
along with your ebook version of the kit, and will be located in your account. Please
direct any questions or concerns to booktech@oreilly.com.
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